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Abstract8

The influence of an intermediate-scale lake, with a dimension of approximately 2 km ×10 km,9

on a convective boundary layer has been analysed. Data were collected by the airborne platform10

Helipod during the STINHO 2002 and LITFASS 2003 campaigns in eastern Germany, during early11

summer months, when the lake was much colder than the surrounding surface. The objective was12

to assess which atmospheric parameters show influence from the lake by the airborne observations.13

While spatial variability for mean quantities is not significant at the observation height of 70 m and14

above, the second-order statistics related to potential temperature exhibit a clear decrease in the vicin-15

ity of the lake for measurements taken below 100 m above ground level. Second-order statistics of16

humidity and vertical wind velocity are not suited to identify the foot print of the lake in our study.17

Several length scales of surface heterogeneity were calculated following previous studies. Only the18

scale that considers vertical velocity is compatible with our airborne observations. In addition, the19

application of a convective scale indicates that the lake could affect the lower convective boundary20

layer above the lake and above the surrounding land downstream of the flow for low wind speeds21

(below 4 m s−1). Finally, the downstream propagation of the lake influence has been addressed by22

calculating the cross-correlation function between the surface radiative temperature and the variance23

of potential temperature. A clear relationship between the spatial lag of the maximum correlation24

and the horizontal advectivon could be identified.25

26
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1 Introduction29

Local and regional climate and weather is affected by the interaction between the land and the atmo-30

spheric boundary layer (ABL) and depends highly on the surface characteristics, which may influence31

the spatial structure of the ABL. Natural landscapes are usually heterogeneous with different surface32

types like patches of farmland, water, villages, forests, etc., each with different heat, moisture and rough-33

ness characteristics. These specific features accompanied with different scales of surface heterogeneity34

(usually varying from meters to kilometers), generates different sizes and strengths of turbulent eddies35

which affect the overlying convective boundary layer (CBL). Therefore, the vertical extension of this36

influence depends on the characteristic horizontal scale of surface heterogeneity (Lhet), the turbulence37

intensity, thermal stability and the horizontal advection of the boundary-layer flow (Mahrt, 1996). The38

horizontal variability of the turbulent structure may be influenced by both the length scale and amplitude39

of the surface heterogeneity (Mahrt, 2000).40

A number of studies addressed the interaction between a heterogeneous surface and the ABL mostly41

by high-resolution large eddy simulation (LES) in the last 25 years (Hadfield et al, 1991, 1992; Avissar and Schmidt,42

1998; Letzel and Raasch, 2003). They have found that the simulated CBL structure was strongly affected43

by the spatial variation of surface heat flux and that larger scales of landscape heterogeneity have more44

influence on the CBL. However, many studies have been performed with simplified surface conditions45

and only one dimensional heterogeneous heat flux fields.46

Simulations with realistic surface data from field campaigns have been performed only recently47

as they demand high computational resources (Sühring and Raasch, 2013; Maronga and Raasch, 2013;48

Maronga et al, 2014; Huang and Margulis, 2009). Based on the LES results from two selected cases49

of the Lindenberg Inhomogeneous Terrain - Fluxes between Atmosphere and Surface: A long-term50

Study (LITFASS 2003) campaign with ground-based measured surface forcing data as an input for LES,51

Sühring and Raasch (2013) and Maronga and Raasch (2013) concluded that the influence of surface het-52

erogeneity is present throughout the entire boundary layer for both sensible and latent heat fluxes during53

strong CBL conditions. They did not detect any blending height (above which the influence of the sur-54

face heterogeneity vanishes) for convective conditions and Lhet larger than the boundary layer height zi.55

In another LITFASS-2003 case study Maronga et al (2014) showed by LES that local effects of surface56

heterogeneity remain prominent in the lower ABL. They could not give any proof for a blending height57

for the temperature structure parameter (a measure for temperature fluctuation similar to the temperature58

variance σθ ), but for the LITFASS-2003 case study it seems that blending of the temperature structure59

parameter occur above several tens of metres above the ground. Furthermore, they conclude that the60

structure parameter for temperature is highly correlated with the surface sensible heat flux. However,61

structure parameter for humidity (describes the strength of humidity fluctuations) is decoupled from the62

latent surface flux even at low levels which is ascribed to the entrainment of dry air at the top of the bound-63

ary layer. Huang and Margulis (2009) discovered that potential temperature is more sensitive to surface64

heterogeneity than humidity. By using vertical profiles of temperature variance they could identify a65

thermal blending height in a CBL which was in good agreement to predictions from Wood and Mason66

(1991) and Mahrt (2000).67

The blending height is viewed here as a scaling depth that describes the decrease of the influence68

of surface heterogeneity with height. A blending height is not a sharp boundary where the influence69

of surface heterogeneity suddenly and completely vanishes, but it describes a vertical scale at which70

the impact of surface heterogeneity decreases to some relatively small value. Different formulations of71

this height have been discussed in the literature, depending on which forcings are more relevant (for72

a complete review see Mahrt, 2000; Bange et al, 2006). The blending height can be re-formulated in73

terms of internal boundary layers (IBL). An IBL grows to a maximum depth which is small compared to74

the upstream boundary-layer depth, and then encounters a new surface type and looses surface support75

(Mahrt, 2000). An IBL is expected if a clear change in the mean variables is identified.76
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Flow of marine air over a heated land surface is a classic example of the mesoscale internal boundary77

layer, see references in Garratt (1990). Another possible location where an IBL can form is above a78

lake. Unlike a large uniform open ocean the fetch above a lake is typically limited, which supports the79

development of a local IBL. Panofsky et al (1982) and Højstrup (1982) already demonstrated that the80

variance spectra of the horizontal wind components in an IBL were influenced by upstream conditions.81

However, on smaller scales like an intermediate-size lake (only a few kilometres width) a well defined82

surface discontinuity is not necessarily transferred into the flow since the boundary layer may adjust83

without the formation of a new IBL. This situation may be enhanced when the change of surface prop-84

erties is not sharp or is of small amplitude (Mahrt, 2000). An adjusting boundary flow is characterized85

by horizontal changes of some of the higher moments but does not exhibit significant horizontal varia-86

tion of the mean variables. Such boundary-layer adjustments are probably common for smaller surface87

heterogeneity scales, like the intermediate-sized lake in our study, but have received little attention so far.88

Comprehensive studies of the direct influence of a lake on the lower ABL are scarce. Sahlée et al89

(2014) showed that the structure of the turbulence above the lake is influenced by the surroundings.90

Variance spectra of both horizontal velocity and scalars during both unstable and stable stratification91

displayed a low frequency peak. However, a lack of concurrent observations over the adjacent land, pre-92

cluded any comparison of the spatial structure between land and lake. In a study from Samuelsson et al93

(2010) the impact of lakes on the European climate was considered. A simulation where all lakes in the94

model domain are replaced by land surface is compared with a simulation including lakes. The numer-95

ical results stated that the lakes induce a warming on the European climate for all seasons. However96

the study does not show any direct impact on the boundary layer or the local flow. Based on airborne97

observations obtained during the Upper Spencer Gulf experiments in South Australia, Shao et al (1991)98

and Shao and Hacker (1990) investigated the structure of turbulence in a coastal boundary layer, which99

is an extreme case of horizontal inhomogeneity. They showed that the boundary layer over this highly100

non-uniform surface is characterized by extensive variations in its thermal stratification and turbulence101

characteristics and that the behaviour of statistical parameters of second- and higher moments seemed102

to be determined mainly by local forcing. Bange et al (2006) analysed airborne measurements from the103

LITFASS-2003 and Structure of the Turbulent transport over INHOmogeneous surfaces (STINHO-2)104

field campaigns to study the response of second-order statistics like turbulent flux profiles to a patchy105

landscape with different underlying surfaces like farmland, forest and a lake. The case studies showed106

that the sensible heat fluxes determined over the different sub-areas presented clearly different values at107

surface level and at 80 m. Especially, the vertical profiles over water surfaces produced its own vertical108

profile of sensible heat flux under weak-wind conditions, apparently unaffected by the surrounding forest109

and farmland.110

Aforementioned works like Sühring and Raasch (2013) and Bange et al (2006) show evidence that111

the lake has an influence on the vertical profile of latent and sensible heat fluxes above the lake. However,112

the authors did not find any scaling depth (as those by Mahrt, 2000; Strunin et al, 2004) that could113

successfully predict the conditions for a horizontal mixing state of the CBL. In addition, none of the114

scaling parameters analysed by e.g. Bange et al (2006) and Sühring and Raasch (2013) were successful115

in predicting the vertical extension of the surface heterogeneity or explaining the spatial variability of116

latent heat fluxes. One possible explanation could be that too many different types of surfaces, and hence117

heterogeneity scales, where involved in such analysis. Further Sühring and Raasch (2013) argued that118

those flights in Bange et al (2006) that showed horizontal mixing had a poor statistical representation of119

the mean flux estimation from a single leg and thus, they are not suitable for such studies.120

In the present study airborne measurements from LITFASS-2003 and STINHO-2 field campaigns121

(Beyrich et al, 2002; Beyrich and Mengelkamp, 2006) are analysed in order to evaluate if the influence122

of a lake on spatial structure of the convective boundary layer (CBL) is apparent. The lake is of inter-123

mediate size with a dimension of approximately 2× 10 km2 and called Scharmützelsee. It represents a124

surface heterogeneity with a well defined length scale (lake boundaries) and a sharp and strong change in125
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surface conditions. This is because it has a colder and smoother surface and is surrounded by warmer and126

rougher terrain during the measurement period in late spring and early summer time. Additional flights127

from the field campaigns used in Bange et al (2006) and Sühring and Raasch (2013) were analysed. We128

report comprehensive observations of the lake influence on the first and second order statistics like the129

variance of temperature and humidity by airborne measurements and depict the limitations of such mea-130

surements regarding the statistical significance. We determine the key parameters that contribute to the131

observed spatial changes over lake and land and show as well the lack of lake influence on certain pa-132

rameters. Further, we try to characterize the horizontal shift of the lake influence. The study evaluates if133

an IBL can be observed for the LITFASS-2003 area and describes in more detail the downstream propa-134

gation of the lake-influenced boundary layer. We follow the suggestions and analysis of blending heights135

and IBL published by Raupach and Finnigan (1995); Mahrt (1996, 2000); Wood and Mason (1991). The136

proposed minimum horizontal scale (Lhet which is described by theses studies) of the surface heterogene-137

ity that would influence the airborne measurements at observation level, is checked and compared with138

the current airborne data set.139

Section 2 briefly describes the experimental dataset used in the present study. The main flow charac-140

teristics close to the surface over the lake-land discontinuity as well as an error discussion are addressed141

for a case study in Sect. 3, with an extension to the rest of selected cases. Section 4 assesses the length142

scales that describe the vertical extension of surface heterogeneity with the current dataset, while Sect. 5143

studies the stream wise propagation of the heterogeneity influence. Finally, a conclusion is presented in144

Sect. 6.145

2 Experiment146

2.1 Dataset147

The data analysed in this study were collected during two consecutive field campaigns in the summers148

of 2002 and 2003, that were part of the series of the LITFASS experiments. This program was initiated149

in 1995 in order to develop and test a strategy for the determination of the area-averaged turbulent fluxes150

over a heterogeneous landscape (see Beyrich et al (2002) for more details). The STINHO-2 experiment151

took place between 24 June and 10 July, 2002, (Raabe et al, 2005), while the LITFASS-2003 campaign152

was carried out between 19 May and 17 June, 2003 (Beyrich and Mengelkamp, 2006).153

Both campaigns were performed around the MOL-RAO (Meteorological Observatory Lindenberg -154

Richard-Aßmann Observatory) of the German Meteorological Service (Deutscher Wetterdienst, DWD)155

in the area of Brandenburg, Germany, 60 km south-east from Berlin. The experimental site is a 20 ×156

20 km2 flat area with an elevation difference across the site of less than 100 m. The region consists of157

a coniferous forest in the western part (43% of the area) and agricultural fields in the eastern part (31%,158

mainly cereals). The whole area is covered by lakes and villages that add heterogeneity to the field. The159

lake Scharmützelsee has a dimension of approximately 2×10 km2, and the long-axis is mainly oriented160

north-south.161

The campaigns were part of the EVA_GRIPS (regional EVAporation at GRId/Pixel Scale over hetero-162

geneous surfaces) and the VERTIKO (VERTIcal transport of energy and trace gases at anchor stations un-163

der Complex natural conditions) networks and provided a comprehensive data set on surface-atmosphere164

interaction processes at the mesoscale (Mengelkamp et al, 2006; Göckede et al, 2004). Measurements in-165

cluded the instrumentation equipment from the Falkenberg boundary-layer field site (GM Falkenberg) of166

DWD, a regional network of micro-meteorological stations, the 99-m meteorological tower and airborne167

measurements sampled by the helicopter-borne turbulence probe Helipod, among other ground-based168

remote sensing devices (see Raabe et al (2005) and Beyrich and Mengelkamp (2006) for a complete169

overview).170

The Helipod is a measurement system designed for boundary-layer field experiments. It is an au-171
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tonomously operating sensor package attached to a 15 m rope below a helicopter of almost any type.172

The Helipod is equipped with its own power supply, on-board computer, data storage, navigation sys-173

tems, radar altimeter and carries a sensor equipment for in-situ measurements of the atmospheric wind174

vector, humidity and air and surface temperatures at 100 Hz sampling rate. The resolution of the fast re-175

sistance temperature sensor is high (much better than 0.1 Kelvin) and about 30 Hz, which is fast enough176

to resolve turbulent temperature fluctuations (Bange and Roth, 1999). Hence, it is suited for small-scale177

turbulence measurements and for calculating the turbulent fluxes using the eddy covariance method. The178

surface temperature is measured by an infrared temperature sensor simultaneously with the thermody-179

namic measurements. At a mission speed of 40 m s−1 the Helipod is outside the down-wash area of the180

helicopter’s rotor blades. More details can be found in Bange et al (2002) and Bange and Roth (1999).181

More than 100 flight hours of Helipod data were compiled during these two field campaigns. A total182

of 14 flights that covered the lake-land transition were selected, 13 from the LITFASS-2003 experiment183

and an additional one from the STINHO-2 experiment (see Table 1). Basically, all flights included in this184

study had at least one leg crossing the lake in a west-east direction at about 100 m above ground level.185

In the following study all given heights are always with respect to the ground level.186

All selected flights that contribute to our particular database were performed either in the morning187

or in the early afternoon in a convective regime, although with different wind conditions. Three types of188

flight patterns can be recognized from this data base, that will be referred as ’IBL-lake’, ’North Box’ and189

’E-W grids’ for the rest of the text (Fig. 1a and 1b and Table 1). There are three flights that crossed the190

lake approximately parallel to the mean wind direction during the flight (IBL-lake, see Fig. 1a), which191

was either southeasterly (STI09) or northwesterly (LIT13, LIT14). The rest of them contain legs in the192

west-east direction, crossing the lake at different heights over the same latitude (North Box) or over three193

different sections of the lake, from the southern edge to the middle part of the lake (E-W grids), see194

Fig. 1b.195

2.2 Data analysis196

We have analysed the spatial series and the second-order statistics for potential temperature θ , water197

vapor mixing ratio m and wind vector components. In order to study how the surface heterogeneity198

affects them and up to which height, it is necessary to determine a suitable horizontal length scale over199

which we compute the first- and second-order statistics within sub-legs (data windows) along a flight leg.200

As an example, the potential temperature variance is computed as201

σ2
θ =

1
N

N

∑
n=1

(θn −θ)2 (1)

where N is the number of data points within the moving data window. The width of this window has202

to be small enough to resolve the surface heterogeneity along the leg, but large enough to cover the203

main scales that contribute to the turbulent fluctuations. van den Kroonenberg et al (2012) defined (for a204

similar experiment at the same site) a minimum window width of twice the integral length scale to ensure205

that all turbulent scales within the inertial sub-range are included. Previous studies of our dataset show206

that the integral length scales of sensible and latent heat fluxes measured by the Helipod are smaller than207

500 m (Bange et al, 2006). Thus, we have defined windows of 1-km width using unweighted means,208

sequentially shifted through the leg by increments of 250 m. In summary, for flux calculations, this value209

does not necessarily account for the largest eddies during strong convection conditions. However, 1-km210

width is a good compromise between the largest eddy scales within the surface layer and the detection211

of a possible lake influence. A similar strategy was followed by Mahrt (2000). For all these reasons, we212

believe that 1-km window is expected to capture almost all of the turbulent flux and its spatial variability.213

A more precise discussion on the sampling error is given in Sect. 3.2.214
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3 Results215

3.1 STINHO-2 Flight (STI09)216

The flights chosen for the analysis of the land-water transition around lake Scharmützelsee (Table 1)217

were composed by straight and leveled paths (called legs) at different heights, ranging from 70 to 280 m.218

The distance of each single leg was between 7 and 16 km and covered different surface patches (forest,219

farmland, lake) along the leg. The main interest of this study is the impact of the lake. The influence of220

other patches, which are not in the vicinity of the lake, are not important. Those which are located close221

to the lake may influence the signal as well. However, the impact is very low since length scales of the222

other patches are much smaller than the lake width. Further, surface discontinuities, i.e. the change in223

surface forcing for the other patches is much lower than between land and water.224

In order to study the influence of a surface discontinuity, it is appropriate to have a fine grid of legs225

closer to the surface. While all selected flights contain at least one leg below 100 m, only the STINHO-2226

flight includes several legs within the first 100 m above ground. Therefore, this particular flight has been227

chosen for the initial study of the lake-land discontinuity influence on the CBL.228

The flight performed on the 9th June 2002 (STI09) was composed of five legs crossing the lake over229

its middle part and are called middle track (MT) hereafter as shown in Fig. 1a. These legs were performed230

between 40 to 280 m, following a direction approximately parallel to the mean wind. The sky was only231

slightly cloudy (2/8 Ci), with a mean wind speed of 6 m s−1 from south-east direction (150◦) at 100 m232

height. Table 2 shows the chronology of the legs of this flight. On that day, the CBL height zi reached a233

value of 2100–2300 m, as derived from the wind profiler data (Beyrich and Mengelkamp, 2006).234

Figure 2 shows the altitude variation along the five legs flown over the middle part of the lake. All235

legs contain significant changes in altitude, because the Helipod did not maintain a constant height above236

ground level. Since the three lowest legs overlap partially within a layer between 40 and 120 m, they237

will be analysed together to describe the flow characteristics close to the surface (0.02 zi–0.05 zi). The238

complete flight lasted more than one and a half hours in the early afternoon. Within this period, the239

air temperature increased approximately 1 K, mainly due to the diurnal cycle. This warming trend was240

also observed in data from the 99-m tower at the Falkenberg site (not shown). During these flights,241

moisture and wind vector for the mean flow did not show significant changes. This warming effect242

must be considered in the attempt to use the three legs performed below 100 m as different iterative243

measurements of the same layer. Further, we can assume that the CBL and the second-order statistical244

moments remain stationary. Indeed, during the 1.5 hour STI09 flight the radio sonde observations (not245

shown) show that the CBL grew from 1825 m (1052 UTC) to 2375 m (1637 UTC). Assuming a linear246

trend, that gives an evolution of 100 m hour−1 (150 m of growth for the entire flight). This change in247

the boundary-layer height can be ignored. Regarding the second-order moments, the surface fluxes close248

to the surface did not changing significantly during the flight time (Beyrich et al, 2006). Even if fluxes249

would change, we are only interested in the local differences of fluxes that are simultaneous. That is, the250

relation of local fluxes respect to their spatial averages for a given time. In this sense, the overall time251

evolution is not important.252

3.2 Sampling Error253

The second-order statistics like the standard deviation measurement itself are subject to errors. Flight254

legs that are not large enough compared to the largest energy-transporting eddies cause a systematic255

error since they lead to a systematic under- or overestimation of the turbulent flux or standard de-256

viation (Grossmann et al, 1994). The sampling error can be estimated by the expression stated by257

Mann and Lenschow (1994) and Lenschow et al (1994) representing the absolute systematic statistical258
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uncertainty of the standard deviation σθ related to a single flight leg on which σθ was calculated:259

∆σθ = 2
Iθ
Pl

·σθ (2)

where Iθ is the integral length scale (see van den Kroonenberg et al, 2012) of θ and Pl the averaging260

length. Since Iθ is about 500 m during our flights and Pl about 1000 m (see Sect. 2.2), the sampling error261

becomes262

∆σθ ≈ σθ . (3)

Furthermore, different measurements of finite duration or length under identical boundary condi-263

tions lead to different second-order statistics compared to the ensemble mean (Bange et al, 2013). Over264

land the standard deviation changes significantly over different passes as a consequence of turbulent el-265

ements. This is expressed by the random error. For σθ the random error σ 2
σθ

is defined as the averaged266

squared differences between the ensemble and the actually measured standard deviation. Thus, σσθ can267

be interpreted as the standard deviation of σθ . An estimate is given by Lumley and Panofsky (1964);268

Lenschow and Stankov (1986) and is defined by:269

σ2
σθ

= 2
Iσθ

Pl
· (σ2

θ )
′2 (4)

with270

(σ 2
θ )

′2 =
1

I −1

I

∑
i=1

(σ 2
θ (i)−σ2

θ (leg))2 (5)

where I is the number of (moving) data windows on one single flight leg. For instance on a 15 km long271

leg, I = 15,000/250 = 60 values for the variance (in Eq. 1) are calculated. σθ (leg) is the spatial average272

of the standard deviation of θ along the whole flight leg:273

σθ (leg) =
1
I

I

∑
i=1

σθi (6)

The total error of the measurement is the sum of σσθ and ∆σθ . Therefore, the uncertainty is in274

the same order of magnitude as σθ itself. The same also applies for the water vapor mixing ratio m.275

Generally, this influence can be reduced by averaging over all the passes for a given flight for each276

window. Unfortunately, this technique requires the performance of iterative passes along the same leg.277

In our dataset, the flights from the LITFASS-2003 campaign do not include more than one pass per leg,278

precluding the application of this technique. Only the selected STI09 flight includes three passes along279

the lowest leg. However, also the information of the LITFASS-2003 flights is qualitatively valuable and280

useful, especially when all flights are treated together as done in Sect. 3.5.281

In Fig. 3, σθ of the three lowest passes (MT02, MT12, MT16) of STI09 flight are shown. The282

average σθ (i) over the number of passes P (in our case P = 3) is marked by the red line and its error283

bars for each (moving) window i along the flight leg. The error bars ζσθ are calculated by the statistical284

square average of the variation between σθ and σθ for each (moving) window i along the flight leg:285

ζ 2
σθ
(i) =

1
P−1

P

∑
p=1

(σθ (p, i)−σθ (i))2 (7)

The uncertainty ζσθ derived from measurements over the lake is significantly smaller than the observed286

drop in σθ over the lake, indicating that this drop is most likely related to the lake footprint. However, the287

following analysis has to be considered with caution. Even though the error is too high for a quantitative288

analysis, yet the lake remains qualitatively recognizable. A similar result is obtained for the standard289

deviation of the water vapor mixing ratio σm or the latent and sensible turbulent heat fluxes.290
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3.3 First-Order Statistics291

Figure 4 shows the window average of potential temperature along the legs performed over the middle292

part of the lake. The warming trend of 1 K observed during the flight has been removed from the lowest293

three legs for better comparison. The window-averaged surface temperature, as measured from the lowest294

leg, has been also included. This variable reflects the presence of the lake, which is 15 K cooler than the295

surrounding area. Over land, lower surface temperatures allow the forest cover to be distinguished from296

farmland at both sides of the lake.297

Considering the three lowest legs below 100 m, there are large variations of potential temperature298

over land. However, a cooling effect of approximately 0.5 K is observed over the lake, which is shifted299

downstream to the west between X = 5 - 6 km, since the prevailing wind direction is from the south-east.300

Note, that X is defined as the distance from an arbitrary point at the western edge of the flight paths. The301

standard deviation of potential temperature also decreases significantly over this part of the leg, as we302

will discuss later. This cooling effect related to the lake is hardly detected at 170 and 280 m (MT04 and303

MT06, respectively).304

The average water vapor mixing ratio m (Fig. 5) presents some variability along the legs that does305

not allow for clear detection of any lake influence. Over the forests at X = 4-5 km and 13-15 km a306

weak maximum of m is detected. Since the lake is partially surrounded by trees, with the large forest307

at the south of the lake, it is therefore possible to distinguish a drier atmosphere over the lake com-308

pared to the moister air over forest. The upper legs do not exhibit similar patterns. Strong convection309

plays a role on the variability of θ and m for the different passes as described in Mahrt (2000). How-310

ever, the spatial organization and variability for both variables are not similar, indicating that m may be311

affected by other factors, e.g. such as entrainment, which is not directly related with surface patterns312

(Sühring and Raasch, 2013). Bange et al (2006) and Sühring and Raasch (2013) noted that the latent313

heat flux is more affected by the entrainment of dry air from the free atmosphere than by the surface314

latent heat flux during LITFASS-2003 experiment, in contrast to the temperature, which is more affected315

by the sensible heat flux.316

3.4 Second-Order Statistics317

The smaller variability of the potential temperature over the area of the lake influence is further analysed318

in Fig. 6, where the standard deviation of potential temperature σθ is represented along the MT legs.319

As indicated in Sect. 3.3, a clear drop in σθ is present for the three lowest legs, shifted westward of the320

lake, following the mean wind direction. Such a horizontal displacement can be an indication for the321

lake footprint propagation downstream.322

At the upper levels, the lack of multiple passes complicates the interpretation of σθ with respect to323

the lake influence. This analysis has to be consider as speculative. At 170 m (MT04), the leg segment324

with small variances over the lake is extended downstream (X = 3-6 km), while it is much narrower325

and closer to the lake at 280 m (MT06) between X = 5-6 km. However, σθ exhibits lower values also326

over other regions of theses legs (i.e. the farmland/forest area between km 11 and 14 at leg MT04) or327

upstream the lake at MT06), leading to an unconfined statistical significance..328

The standard deviation of water vapor mixing ratio changes significantly over the different passes at329

lower heights, including those segments over the lake (Fig. 7). These results seem to indicate a rapid330

change of σm over the lake, specially compared to the surrounding area closer to the lake’s shorelines.331

However, no statistically significant minimum is observed over the lake. Sometimes the spatial change332

of the instantaneous m can be very large across the forest-lake discontinuity, especially with the fact of a333

comparable large window size of 1 km, producing a sudden peak on σm (Fig. 5). This is the case for the334

large value detected over the western shoreline in MT12. For the rest of legs, the value of σm does not335

indicate the presence of the lake.336

The variance of vertical velocity σw for the MT legs increases for higher altitudes (Fig. 8) corre-337
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sponding to CBL theory. At the lowest heights, it does not show any terrain influence. At higher levels,338

however, its variability increases as the leg-average value also increases. At 280 m, σw is smaller at the339

eastern and western shoreline of the lake.340

Another important scaling variable is the surface Reynolds’ stress, when turbulence is modulated by341

wind shear near the ground. This stress is expressed by the vertical flux of horizontal momentum known342

as the friction velocity u∗, defined according to Stull (1988) as343

u∗ =
[
u′w′2 + v′w′2

]1/4
(8)

The leg-averaged friction velocity u∗ does not vary significantly with height for the MT legs (Figure344

8), indicating that the variance of vertical wind increases with height due to convection. However, the345

spatial distribution of u∗, and σw is very similar along the legs, showing that they are related, following346

the decomposition from the model of σw in Højstrup (1982). Similarly, closer to the surface u∗ does not347

exhibit a clear relationship with the surface pattern.348

Since the variance of the vertical wind below 100 m does not reflect any surface influence for MT, the349

behaviour of the sensible and latent heat fluxes (Fig. 9) are very similar to those described for potential350

temperature and water vapor mixing ratio. Due to a stable stratification over the cold water during the351

day and its effect on suppressing turbulence (Beyrich et al, 2006), the sensible heat flux presents small352

or even negative values over the lake along the MT legs for the lowest levels, indicating a negligible or353

downward heat flux. Higher legs do not show any influence of the lake (not shown).354

Similar to σm, the spatial distribution of the latent heat flux (Fig. 9) changes significantly for the355

different passes over the lake, precluding the detection of any lake influence in our dataset. Even for the356

latitudinal north-south legs, performed exclusively over the lake, the latent heat flux presents significant357

differences (not shown), indicating that the latent heat flux in the surface layer responds to dynamics358

originating from a larger scale.359

3.5 Flights LIT13 and LIT14 (2003) and discussion with STI09 (2002)360

In the following, two additional flights (performed during the LITFASS-2003 campaign) are analysed,361

that were carried out on a flight pattern similar to the STI09 flight (in 2002), see Fig. 1a. The LITFASS-362

2003 campaign took place in June 2003, when the weather was characterized by high insolation and363

temperatures were mostly above 10 oC at night. However, several rain events modified the day-to-day364

weather characteristics, providing cases with a large variety of wind and buoyant conditions. They365

included several straight legs that crossed the lake over the same region as the MT legs described in the366

previous sections. The flights consisted of five legs at different levels approximately parallel to the mean367

wind direction which was the Northwest in both cases. LIT13 was performed in the early afternoon of a368

mostly sunny day but with 5/8 of Cirrus clouds. A storm event took place during the previous morning369

and early night, leaving a wet land surface with a mean wind speed of 8 m s−1. On the next day, LIT14370

was performed in the morning, with the sky partially covered with cirrus and convective clouds and a371

mean wind speed of 4 m s−1. The effect of the surface humidity was identified on the leg-averaged372

sensible heat flux at 90 m, with smaller values for LIT13 (110 W m−2) than LIT14 (160 W m−2).373

Despite of the different surface conditions for both flights, a decrease in both potential temperature mean374

and variance can be identified over the lake for the lowest leg (Fig. 10). Although there is less statistical375

significance by the flights with a single pass, most of them show a drop σθ at the vicinity of the lake.376

This is not significant if each flight is taken individually, but its persistence for most of the flights is a377

useful information.378

A clear lake influence on the rest of the variables is difficult to identify since there is only one pass379

for each level.380

381
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In summary, the data analysed for the three flights (STI09, LIT13 and LIT14) indicate similar results,382

although the lack of several passes per flight along the same path exclude a definitive statement of lake383

influence. The lake produces a small cooling effect over the first 100 m, which is shifted progressively384

downstream. However, the decrease of θ is only a few tenths of Kelvin around 80 m. The variance of385

potential temperature is clearly affected by the presence of the lake by showing a drop of σθ (Fig. 6 and386

10), despite of the mean wind and buoyancy conditions. The variance of m is not so clearly affected by387

the lake. A decrease is indicated over the lake, but sometimes, the spatial change of the instantaneous m388

is large across the forest-lake discontinuity, producing a sudden peak on σm.389

The presence of the lake does not affect the strength of turbulent mixing in the surface layer (either390

represented by σw or u∗, see Fig. 8) at observation height. However, the sensible heat flux is very small391

or even negative over the lake as shown by the small variance of potential temperature. Latent heat flux392

behaves differently. Moisture distribution responds with a more complex pattern to the surface forcing393

(due to the presence of forest, agricultural fields and urban areas), and thus the variance of m can be394

equally large over the lake as over other regions. In general, θ and σθ show the strongest and most395

significant footprint of the lake, with a decrease of values, although this is consistently visible at the396

lowest flight level of about 80 m only. The results indicate that predictions by LES in former literature397

e.g Maronga et al (2014) or Huang and Margulis (2009), where temperature variance is more sensitive398

to surface heterogeneity than humidity is observed as well in the in-situ data.399

3.6 Lake influence on the rest of flights400

An analysis of the rest of LITFASS-2003 campaign flights reveals a similar behaviour in σθ . A total of401

34 legs crossing over the lake, within the first 100 m, have been analysed. The main difference, with402

respect to the flights described above (LIT13, LIT14, STI09), which followed the mean wind direction,403

is that these legs were always oriented in west-east direction, (Fig. 1b). Flights LIT24, LIT25 and LIT07404

applied a vertical matrix at three levels for different days, all characterized by a mean wind direction405

from the SE but by different speeds. Additionally eight flights were analysed, each one contributing with406

three legs below 100 m. These flights were performed under different ambient conditions, regarding the407

mean wind direction, time of the day (either morning or early afternoon) and cloud cover.408

In order to detect a systematic influence of the lake on the measurements at the lowest levels, a409

search for drops in σθ has been applied to all LITFASS-2003 flights (including LIT13 and LIT14). For410

this purpose, it is necessary to define the following parameters as shown in the schematic in Fig. 11:411

• Leg-average σθ (leg): It represents the mean of the σθ obtained for each window i of 1 km width412

sequentially marched through the leg by increments of 250 m, see Eq. 6.413

• Local-average σθ (A): defined as the mean value of σθ for three consecutive 1-km windows. This414

parameter is only evaluated for those 1-km windows that fall within a horizontal distance of ±2415

km from the lake boundaries. This restriction in the horizontal distance was applied for preventing416

those drops in σθ whose physical relation with the lake is unlikely in order to avoid other elements417

that may add mor noise to the data. The STI09 Flights give us a reasonable justification to relate418

any significant drop of σθ at the vivinity of the lake with the presence of the lake. The value of the419

threshold (±2 km) was determined after a qualitative revision of the σθ evolution for all flights.420

• The centre of the segment with the lowest σθ (A) or, similarly, with the largest value of σθ (leg) –421

σθ (A) is identified as the central point of the region with the largest influence of the lake, which422

is assumed to have the same width as the lake. Additionally, the horizontal distance between this423

point and the centre of the lake is defined as the observed mean propagation distance of the lake424

influence δxobs, at the leg height zobs. This horizontal distance will be used in Sect. 5.425

A clear drop in σθ was detected by the computer algorithm search over the lake for all legs except426

for one case. An example for the flight LIT13 and LIT14 is shown in Fig. 10. Circles there mark the427
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segment of the leg where the drop of σθ is maximum in the vicinity of the lake. It should be noted that428

other drops occur as well along the flight leg, as seen for example at X=22 km for LIT14 in Fig. 10.429

In that case this is probably the influence by another lake. However, the programmed algorithm detects430

only drops in the vicinity of the lake Scharmützelsee. Moreover the decrease in magnitude of this drop431

exceeds 50% of the leg-averaged σθ for 29 cases. Considering that these results are based on single432

passes along the given legs, where the random error can play an important role in the determination of433

the turbulent variances, the drops are significant and confirms previous results in Sect. 3.5.434

4 Vertical propagation of the lake influence435

The blending-height theory addresses the decreasing influence of surface heterogeneity with height,436

identifying a scaling depth where this influence progressively vanishes. Different formulations of the437

blending height zblend have been discussed in the literature (Mahrt, 2000; Raupach and Finnigan, 1995;438

Wood and Mason, 1991), depending on which forcing is most relevant. The different blending height439

formulations are compared and checked with our in-situ data in order to estimate which formulation440

is the most relevant for our data set. Since 33 out of 34 legs showed an influence of the lake on the441

measurements of the standard deviation of potential temperature at 100 m, we should find a parametriza-442

tion which fits to almost all of our cases, indicating a scaling depth larger than our aircraft observation443

height. All formulations are proportional to the length scale of the surface heterogeneity Lhet, a stability444

parameter ψ , which is a measure of the stratification or wind shear production of turbulence, and they445

are inversely proportional to the wind speed u (Mahrt, 2000),446

zblend =Cψ

(ψ
u

)p
Lhet (9)

where Cψ and p are non-dimensional coefficients that take a particular value for each formulation.447

The stability parameter and wind speed are leg averaged. That means each parameter is first calculated448

within each 1 km window sequentially shifted through the leg by increments of 250 m. Second, all 1 km449

window parameters of each flight leg (around 54 for a 14 km long flight leg) are then averaged. In this450

sense, we attempt to receive a parameter which is representative of the whole heterogeneous area. When451

turbulence is shear-generated, local diffusive mixing dominates and the stability parameter ψ becomes452

the friction velocity u∗, with p = 2 and Cψ is in the order of 1. With p = 1, we obtain the diffusion height453

zdiff (Wood and Mason, 1991), a level at which effects of the surface heterogeneity completely vanish.454

When surface heating is important, Wood and Mason (1991) suggested using the spatially-averaged455

surface heat flux and potential temperature, ψ =
(
w′θ ′

)
0 /θ 0, to explicitly account for the influence of456

buoyancy. For this case, p = 1 and Cψ is of the order of 103, as estimated by Mahrt (2000).457

Alternatively, Mahrt (1996) suggested considering σw as a rough estimation of vertical mixing, with-458

out specific attention to whether the origin is due to either wind shear or buoyancy. The variance of459

vertical velocity can be described in terms of the relationship (Højstrup, 1982),460

σ 2
w = au2

∗+bw2
∗ (10)

where w∗ is the Deardorff convective velocity scale. Thus, the stability parameter used in this case461

ψ = σw (with p = 2 and Cψ = 2) generalizes the application of the blending height formulation to shear-462

driven convective conditions.463

Mahrt (2000) uses Eq. (9) to estimate the minimum horizontal scale of the surface heterogeneity that464

would influence the airborne measurements at the mean observation level zobs,465

Lblend =
1

Cψ

(
u
ψ

)p

zobs = Lhet
zobs

zblend
(11)
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with Lblend taking different values depending on the stability parameter used. If (for our study) Llake =466

Lhet > Lblend, then the lake is expected to exert a heterogeneity signal on the atmosphere at the observation467

level.468

The concept of a blending height is discussed controversially in literature for strong convective con-469

ditions since the largest eddies transport the surface properties up to the CBL top. Raupach and Finnigan470

(1995) proposed a formulation for the maximum horizontal scale of surface heterogeneity LRau, for which471

influence in the CBL is confined to depths much smaller than the boundary-layer height zi,472

LRau =CRau
u

w∗
zi (12)

where CRau is a non-dimensional coefficient in the order of 1 (Mahrt, 2000). Since the mixing time scale473

in the CBL is defined as zi/w∗, LRau can be interpreted as the horizontal distance covered by the flow474

during the mixing time scale.475

The length scale of the lake Llake is estimated by using the geometrical length of that portion of the476

leg over the lake surface. This length varies depending on the flight track orientation, since the lake in the477

east-west direction is five times smaller than in the north-south axis. Hence, the horizontal length scale478

Llake ranges between 1.5 km and 2 km for all flights. Figure 12 shows the ratio of Lx/Llake versus the479

leg-averaged wind speed u according to Mahrt (2000), where Lx is one of the three possible formulations480

of Lblend:481

1. The near-neutral case (Lblend = Ln),482

Ln =Cn

(
u
u∗

)2

zobs , (13)

where Cn is 0.6.483

484

2. The modified case (Lblend = Lb) after considering the surface heat flux (w′θ ′
s f c) is485

Lb =Cb
uθ

w′θ ′
s f c

zobs , (14)

where Cb is 3.1 ·10−3.486

487

3. The generalized case with σw and Cw = 0.5 (Lblend = Lw) is488

Lw =Cw

(
u

σw

)2

zobs . (15)

Results for LRau (Eq. 12) for the cases in which the CBL depth zi was available are also included as is Libl489

which is explained later. The CBL depth was measured by a Lidar or Radiosonde. Further details can490

be found in Beyrich and Mengelkamp (2006). The horizontal gray line at Lx/Llake = 1 indicates where491

the geometrical length scale Llake is equal to the minimum length scale Lx. That means, when the ratio492

Lx/Llake is smaller than one, the geometrical length scale of the lake Llake is larger than the minimum493

required horizontal length scale of the surface heterogeneity, which is needed to influence the airborne494

measurements at the mean observation level. All length scales increase for larger wind speeds. Larger495

wind speeds reduce the Lagrangian time that the flow spends over a particular surface feature. Hence, a496

longer horizontal length scale of this surface feature is required to achieve a similar depth of influence497

(Mahrt, 1996). Only for very few cases, Ln/Llake and Lb/Llake are less than unity, generally for mean498
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wind speeds u < 3 m s−1. Only Lw/Llake shows values smaller than unity, for almost all the cases (except499

for those legs with the largest wind speeds).500

As mentioned in the introduction, the convective length scale LRau indicates the size of heterogeneity501

that are supposed to influence the entire boundary layer. LRau depends on the intensity of convection502

(represented by the Deardorff velocity scale w∗), the boundary-layer depth zi and the mean horizontal503

wind speed u (see Eq. 12). The results for LRau indicate a behaviour similar to Ln and Lb, with LRau >504

Llake ∼ 2 km for larger wind speeds (u > 4 m s−1). Under these wind conditions, horizontal convective505

mixing prevents the lake influence from extending up to the boundary-layer height. However, previous506

studies over the same area show that the sensible heat flux remains very small throughout the entire507

CBL over lake Scharmützelsee (Bange et al, 2006), and it only matches with the surrounding area at the508

upper ABL, where sensible heat flux over land is small (Sühring and Raasch, 2013). Strunin et al (2004)509

found that LRau had to be complemented with a ratio between shear stress and buoyancy flux at 100 m510

to successfully determine the ability of a CBL for horizontal mixing. In the present study, the lack of511

iterative passes at higher altitudes precludes a more robust analysis for addressing the vertical extension512

of the lake.513

Flows over surface discontinuities can develop local internal boundary layers (IBL) downstream,514

when the changes of surface properties are sharp enough or the scale of the surface heterogeneity is large.515

When a local IBL develops, Mahrt (1996) estimated its maximum depth zibl with scaling arguments as516

zibl =Cibl
σw

u
Lhet , (16)

where Cibl was found to be 0.15 (Mahrt, 2000). Similarly to what we have applied for the blending-height517

parameterizations, it is possible to rewrite (16) in order to calculate the minimum length scale that would518

generate a local IBL with a depth similar to the observation level:519

Libl =
1

Cibl

(
u

σw

)
zobs . (17)

Note that Libl is very similar to Lw, although with a linear dependence on the ratio u/σw. Figure 12520

shows the values estimated for our dataset, with minimum scales larger than Lw. Therefore, larger521

heterogeneity scales are generally necessary in order to detect the development of an IBL at a given522

reference level.523

In our dataset, we are able to see a slight drop in the potential temperature but none of the legs524

analysed identify a clear change in the mean variables, as we would expect when entering an IBL.525

Thus, we can say that a well defined IBL, which is in equilibrium with the underlying surface cannot be526

clearly identified with our observations according to Eq. 17, or alternatively the flow adjusts to the new527

surface without the formation of an IBL. These observations are in accordance with the LES study from528

Maronga et al (2014). They could identify for the LITFASS-2003 case study that blending effects occur529

above several tens of metres above the ground for temperature fluctuation.530

The fact that the IBL top is not well defined in the layer between 60 and 100 m may suggest that the531

scales estimated for the top of the IBL in (16) are valid. As a consequence, between 60 and 100 m, the532

influence of the underlying surface can only be detected in the second-order moments of the variables.533

Following this argumentation, we would expect that the lowest flight legs were performed within a layer534

between the top of the IBL (for those cases where it was generated) and the blending height. In this layer,535

the surface influence would gradually vanish with altitude. One should keep in mind, that the various536

scaling derivations were intended more as qualitative arguments based in part on linear theory (Mahrt,537

2000). Therefore, quantitative comparisons of the length scales formulations is extremely difficult with538

more complex atmospheric flow as they occur over heterogeneous terrain.539
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5 Horizontal propagation of the lake influence540

The above scaling estimates neglect important spatial variations of the stability parameters ψ and other541

variables. Therefore they do not attempt to describe the power-law dependence on the downstream dis-542

tance that generally applies for the generation of an IBL (Garratt, 1990; Józsa et al, 2007). The current543

dataset shows that the influence of the lake on the distribution of the standard deviation of potential tem-544

perature is commonly shifted downstream. An attempt to characterize this horizontal shift is addressed545

by analysing the correlation between the atmospheric response (characterized by σθ ) and the surface546

radiation temperature T0. In this case, we have considered the 1-km overlapping windows for each leg547

below 100 m, as a spatial series of σθ and T0. We then calculated the cross-correlation function,548

ρ(S) =
cov [σθ (x+S),T0(x)]

(var[σθ ])
1/2 · (var[T0])

1/2 , (18)

where S = j ·∆s represents the spatial lag, ∆s = 250 m is the fixed horizontal distance between two549

consecutive overlapping windows along the leg and j ∈ (−10, 10). In contrast to the one-point correla-550

tion analysis, the cross-correlation function allows us to analyse the spatial displacement of the vertical551

transport by horizontal advection.552

Figure 13 shows the cross-correlation functions for the three legs of STI09 flight performed below553

100 m. Further two more legs ST03 and NT13 have been added from STI09 which have not been554

presented before, but that also cross the lake in a similar way. These two legs have the same track and555

height than MT02, but are located more to the north (NT13) and to the south (ST03) over the lake. The556

maximum value of ρ(S) occurs for a spatial lag S between 0.75 and 0.50 km, with the negative sign557

indicating that the maximum correlation is shifted downstream to the west, since there was predominant558

easterly wind. The leg MT12 represents one exception to these results, with a function ρ that exhibits559

a plateau within lags S = ±1.5 km. A positive correlation is expected since the drop in σθ occurs for560

smaller surface temperatures, as the thermals over these regions are weaker.561

The cross-correlation function has been calculated for the rest of cases with a small cross-leg wind562

component (ucross/u < 0.5). A total of 12 legs met this condition, and for 8 of them a maximum correla-563

tion of ρmax > 0.4 was obtained. All these cases show the maximum cross-correlation for a corresponding564

downstream spatial lag.565

If we consider (σw/u) as a qualitative ratio of the strength of the vertical mixing to the horizontal566

advective speed, it is possible to relate the spatial lag Smax of the maximum of the correlation function567

with the leg-averaged wind along the leg direction u∥, the leg-averaged standard deviation of vertical568

wind σw and the observational height zobs. Based on Eq. 17, we get:569

Smax ∼
1

Cδ

(
u∥
σw

)
zobs = δxpar, (19)

where we call this relation the parameterized distance δxpar. Cδ is a non-dimensional coefficient which570

has to be defined. If this relation (Eq. 19) is reasonable Smax and δxpar should be equal. Figure 14571

shows the absolute difference between δxpar and Smax for varying Cδ . In order to obtain Cδ for different572

conditions, we calculated this difference considering (i) the whole dataset (34 legs), (ii) a subset with573

only those legs with ρmax > 0.4 (12 legs) and finally (iii) a reduced subset of legs with ρmax > 0.4 and574

low cross-wind (ucross/u < 0.5, 8 legs). The smallest difference is obtained for the latter subset, with a575

value of Cδ ≈ 0.4. The subset of legs with ρmax > 0.4 also show a minimum close to Cδ ≈ 0.4, however576

the absolute difference is higher. A suitable value for parameter Cδ can not be determined when all legs577

are considered since a minimum value is not found.578

For the neutral case, Horst and Weil (1992) found that the level of maximum influence z of a given579

upstream unit surface point source is proportional to the downstream distance δx through the relation580

δx =
z

κ
√

CD
=

1
κ

u
u∗

z , (20)
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where CD = (u∗/u)2 is the drag coefficient and κ = 0.40 is the von-Kármán constant. In our case we581

have to assume that the lake acts like a unit surface point source. That means we consider the lake as one582

point with no horizontal extension, from where the spatial distance of a footprint in the boundary layer583

is calculated. We have seen in previous sections, that for our study, σw is a better scaling variable for584

turbulence compared to u∗. σw is needed to calculate the length scale Lw. Only with this length scale Lw,585

the geometrical length of the lake is large enough in order to show a footprint at the observation height586

of the lake for the most of our cases, including higher wind speeds (see Fig. 12.)587

Thus, relation (20) with σw instead of turns into expression (19), with a value of Cδ close to κ . The588

parametrization of (19) with Cδ = 0.4 is displayed for the two different legs (LIT13 and LIT14) in Fig.589

10. The vertical black dashed lines indicate the lake boundaries shifted downstream by the distance δxpar590

following the parameterization. Since the parametrization depends on the horizontal wind speed and on591

the vertical mixing, the distance of the black dashed lines respect to the lake boundaries is different for592

both flights (LIT13 and LIT14) as weather conditions were also different. The segment of the lake with593

the minimum of the σθ should be located within the black dashed lines for both cases. For LIT14 the594

drop of the σθ is in between the parametrized distance. LIT13 is a good example for showing that not595

all cases follow the parametrization. However, it is necessary to use the entire dataset in order to test the596

validity of the approach given by Eq. 19. We have identified the region with a maximum drop in σθ over597

the vicinity of the lake for 29 legs by a computer algorithm detection (as explained in Sect. 3.6). The598

detection of a drop in σθ is satisfactorily for most cases (indicated by open circles in Fig. 10).599

In the previous section 3.6, we defined the horizontal distance between the geometrical centre of that600

region where the drop of σθ occurs and the centre of the lake, as the observed mean propagation distance601

of the lake influence δxobs at the leg height zobs.602

If expressions of Eq. 19 is valid, the parameterized distance δxpar should fit to the observed one603

δxobs. In Fig. 15 the difference | δxobs−δxpar | is plotted versus the mean wind speed u. The discrepancy604

between the observed and parameterized shifts is smaller than the spatial lag between two consecutive605

overlapping windows (250 m) for 15 cases. Hence, 55% of the cases exhibit an observed horizontal shift606

similar to the parametrized results from Eq. 19. However, the parametrization δxpar does not hold for all607

cases. It tends to fail for situations with large wind speeds.608

6 Conclusion609

The influence of an intermediate-scale lake on airborne measurements taken below 100 m in a CBL has610

been analysed for 34 flight legs flown during two consecutive field campaigns in the summer of 2002 and611

2003. Several first-order and second-order statistics were evaluated in order to check if an lake influence612

is apparent in the lower CBL in the vicinity of the lake. The spatial variability for mean quantities is not613

very significant. Although there are some hints that our analysed data indicate a cooling over the lake at614

100 m above ground and that we can distinguish between a drier atmosphere over the lake compared to615

the moister air over forest.616

The second-order moments related to potential temperature (σθ ) exhibit a clear decrease in the vicin-617

ity of the lake at the airborne observation height. Unfortunately, only one flight of the selected dataset618

contained consecutive passes along the same leg during same environmental conditions and hence a low619

sampling error. The flight showed that the observed variances of σθ are reduced significantly over the620

lake. But also the remaining flights, each with different environmental conditions, showed reduced σθ621

in 33 out of 34 flight legs. Although due the lack of iterative passes the theoretical sampling error is622

in the same order as the measurement value, the persistence of a drop in σθ for most of the flights in623

the downstream propagation of the lake is significant. Most likely, the lack of thermals above a cool624

surface favours such a drop for theses parameters and their random variability. Second-order moments625

of humidity and vertical wind, however, did not identify the underlying lake, at least in our study.626

The fact that, a slight drop is seen in the potential temperature but none of the legs analysed identify a627
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clear change in the mean variables, as we would expect when entering an IBL, suggest that a well defined628

IBL is not observed in our data set. Therefore, an IBL which should be as well in equilibrium with the629

underlying surface cannot be clearly identified with our observations according to Eq. 17. It seems to630

be more likely, that the flow adjusts to the new surface, which is indicated by the decrease of variance of631

temperature over the lake, but without the formation of an IBL.632

Several length scales of surface heterogeneity were calculated following previous studies of Mahrt633

(2000) and Bange et al (2006). These scales consider different parameters depending on the stability634

conditions of the flow. Only the scale that considers the variance of vertical velocity or a velocity scale635

was compatible with our observations. Probably the variety of buoyancy conditions in our dataset (which636

includes days with a weak surface heat flux and strong winds together with days with strong convection)637

requires a stability parameter able to describe the vertical mixing induced by both wind shear and thermal638

heating in order to fit to all conditions during our flight experiment. In addition, the application of a639

convective scale for those cases where the boundary-layer depth was known, indicates that the 2 km640

wide lake could affect the lower CBL for wind speeds below 4 m s−1.641

Finally, the downstream propagation of the lake influence has been addressed by calculating the642

cross-correlation function between the surface radiative temperature and the variance of potential temper-643

ature for the entire leg. Although a clear relationship between the spatial lag of the maximum correlation644

and the horizontal advective speed could only be identified for 8 cases, this relation indicates promising645

results when it is applied solely to the lake influence. After developing a system of that automatically646

detects the mean horizontal shift of the lake influence, 55% of the cases exhibit an observed horizontal647

shift similar to the simple parametrization of Eq. 19.648

Atmospheric flow is complex. Therefore a quantitative comparison of the various length scales649

derivations and downstream parametrizations which are based on linear theory is difficult. In future flight650

experiments, we suggest simultaneous flights with at least three research aircraft, at three different levels651

above a discontinuity, performing repeated legs. Ideally this could be done using research unmanned air652

vehicles (UAV) (van den Kroonenberg et al, 2012; Wildmann et al, 2014). By using UAV, also the flight653

altitude can be maintained with a much higher precision (±1m) compared to a manned helicopter.654
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7 Tables, Plots751

Table 1: List of selected flights. All flights took place in 2003 except STI09 which was in 2002. Ws is
the wind speed. Local time is UTC + 2 hours. Times are the entire flight time.

Flight Time Heights of Weather Wind Ws
code Date (UTC) legs (m) (Clouds) dir (°) (m s−1)
IBL-lake
STI09 09.07 1320–1500 70, 80, 90, 180, 280 2/8 Ci 150 6.0
LIT13 13.06 1312–1412 86, 472, 603, 742, 922 5/8 Ci 300 8.0
LIT14 14.06 0922–1020 86, 472, 603, 742, 922 7/8 Ci, 3/8 Cu 280 4.0
North box
LIT24 24.05 1312–1405 100, 400, 700 4-6/8 Ci 141 6.3
LIT25 25.05 0929–1040 100, 400, 700 1/8 Ci 142 2.2
LIT07 07.06 0953–1050 100, 400, 700 1/8 Ci 151 3.3
E-W grids
LIT28 28.05 1203–1307 100 3-4/8 Ci 28-54 5.0
LIT03 03.06 1122–1225 100 4/8 Ci 92-148 2.6
LIT04 04.06 1216–1321 100 3-6/8 Ci 125-159 5.0
LIT06 06.06 1132–1239 100 2/8 Ci 260-310 5.5
LIT10 10.06 0906–1010 100 5/8 Ci 113-175 3.0
LIT12 12.06 0923–1026 100 2-3/8 Ci 274-348 4.0
LIT13 13.06 0940–1041 100 3-2/8 Ci 300 4.3
LIT17 17.06 1235–1333 100 3/8 Cu 4/8 Ci 68-168 2.8

(a) Flight-tracks of IBL-lake flights (STI09, LIT13,
LIT14)

(b) Flight-tracks of LITFASS2003 flights (Northbox)
and (E-W grids)

Figure 1: Flight-tracks (blue lines) representative of those flights that cross the lake Scharmültzelsee (a)
following the mean wind (STI09, LIT13 and LIT14) or (b) in the east-west direction at different heights
or over different sections of the lake (the rest of flights, see Tab. 1). Green areas refer to forest surfaces,
blue to water and beige to farmland. Hatching areas indicate military zones. Source. Open Street Map.
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Table 2: Chronology of the legs performed during STI09 flight. Error in the Height column represents
the standard deviation. Local time is UTC + 2 hours. Times report the analyzed flight period.

Time leg number Height θ Wind Wind speed leg-parallel
(UTC) (position) (m) average (K) dir (◦) (m s−1) wind speed (m s−1)
1327–1333 MT 02 83 ± 17 303.5 143 6.3 6.3
1344–1352 MT 04 170 ± 26 303.7 142 7.1 7.1
1402–1409 MT 06 282 ± 28 303.9 145 6.6 6.6
1438–1444 MT 12 66 ± 15 304.5 162 5.8 5.4
1500–1506 MT 16 68 ± 12 304.7 162 5.5 5.1
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Figure 2: Averaged barometric heights along the five middle track (MT) legs performed during the
STI09 flight. Shaded areas correspond to the standard deviation of the altitude along the 1-km window.
Abscissa shows the distance along the leg, where X is the distance from an arbitrary point at the western
edge of the flight paths. The lowest shaded area depicts the 1-km averaged topography. Vertical gray
lines indicate lake boundaries.
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Figure 3: Standard deviation for σθ of the three passes at the lowest flight legs MT02, MT12, MT16.
The red line indicates the average σθ of the three legs. Error bars ζσθ mark the sampling error calculated
after Eq. 7. Wind blows parallel to the flight direction (from the right side to the left side in the panel).
Average wind speed is between 5.5 and 7.1 m s−1. See Table 2 for more information.
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Figure 4: Averaged potential temperature (thick line) and standard deviation (shaded area) for each
middle track (MT) leg at 280 m (MT06), at 170 m (MT04) and below 100 m (MT02, MT12, MT16) of
STI09 flight. The time variability of the temperature is removed. Lower panel shows the corresponding
distribution of the surface temperature measured during the flight leg (MT02). Abscissa and vertical grey
lines as in Fig. 2. Wind is blowing parallel to the flight direction (from the right to the left side in the
panel). Average wind speed is between 5.5 and 7.1 m s−1. See Table 2 for more information.
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Figure 5: As in Fig. 4 but for water vapor mixing ratio.
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Figure 6: Standard deviation of potential temperature for each middle track (MT) leg at 280 m (MT06),
at 170 m (MT04) and below 100 m (MT02, MT12, MT16) of STI09 flight. Data are computed for a
window of 1 km width, sequentially marched through the leg by increments of 250 m. Lower panel
shows the corresponding distribution of the surface temperature measured during the flight leg (MT02).
Wind direction is from the south-east. That means wind is blowing parallel to the flight direction (from
the right side to the left side in the panel). Average wind speed is between 5.5 and 7.1 m s−1. See Table
2 for more information.
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Figure 7: The same as in Fig. 6 but for the water vapor mixing ratio.
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Figure 8: The same as in Fig. 6 but for u∗ and σw for each middle track (MT) leg at 280 m (MT06), and
below 100 m (MT02, MT12, MT16) of STI09 flight.
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Figure 9: The same as in Fig. 8 but for latent heat flux LE and sensible heat flux H .
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Figure 10: Standard deviation of potential temperature σθ for legs LIT14 (top) and LIT13 (bottom).
Vertical gray lines indicate the lake boundaries as diagnosed by the surface temperature. Circles indicate
the segment of the leg with the lowest values of σθ at the vicinity of the lake. This segment has been
identified with an automatic algorithm, described at the end of Sect. 3.6. Black dashed lines indicate
the segment of the leg where the lake influence should be detected following the parametrization (δxpar)
developed in Sect. 5 (Eq. 19). Refer to the text (Sect. 3.6) for more informations.

Figure 11: Schematics for the drop search σθ in the vicinity of the lake for three consecutive 1-km
windows. Note that the sketch is not true to scale.
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convective scaling has been calculated for those cases where the boundary-layer height was available
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tal straight gray line at Lx/Llake = 1 indicates where the geometrical length scale Llake is equal to the
minimum length scale Lx.
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Figure 13: Cross-correlation function ρ(S) between the standard deviation of potential temperature σθ
and surface radiation temperature T0 for the five legs of STI09 flight performed below 100 m.
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Figure 15: Absolute difference between the parameterized
horizontal shift δxpar and the observed one δxobs against
the mean wind speed u. A total of 29 legs with a clear drop
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